
Comcast Starts to Deploy  
4K/HDR X1 Set-Top Box
COMCAST HAS BEGUN TO DEPLOY a new whole-home DVR for its X1 plat-
form called the XG4 that supports 4K and High Dynamic Range (HDR) video, an 
industry source confirmed.

The Arris-made device, spotted by Light Reading, has popped up on Comcast’s 
X1 device comparison web site. FCC documents shed some more light on the 
device, including an engineering prototype and a label referencing X1 licensee Cox Communications, about 
a “XGIv4” 4K set-top.

Comcast declined to comment on the XG4, but a person familiar with the product said the operator has 
begun to make it available on a limited basis.

According to the X1 site, the XG4 sports six tuners and an integrated DVR. At the recent NAB show in 
Las Vegas, Arris also showed off the MG2, a 4K-capable device that uses the TiVo interface.

Comcast is also testing an IP companion box, called the Xi6, that also supports 4K, but the operator has 
not announced when it will be released. Comcast is also deploying the Xi5, a  wireless companion box for 
its X1 video service that supports HDR.

For more of this blog, please visit broadcastingcable.com/May29. 
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VIDEOPHILE 
ATSC 3.0 MIGHT LIFT SMART-TV SPENDING 
FANCY FEATURES that will come with ATSC 3.0 are poised to drive 
higher spending on smart TVs and put more consumers in the market 
to buy them, according to an online survey from SmithGeiger.

The study, based on answers from 1,201 broadband subscrib-
ers and distributed by Verance, found that ATSC 3.0 features 
would entice respondents to spend $205 more than they orignally 
planned for a smart TV, and that the intent to purchase over the 
next 12 months would rise to 74%, up 19% from the original baseline.

ATSC 3.0 is a next-generation broadcast-TV transmission standard that will support access via mobile 
devices, targeted advertising, higher-resolution video and immersive audio, and advanced forms of conditional 
access that could open up new business models for broadcasters.

Of those surveyed, 55% initially indicate they plan to buy a smart TV in the next 12 months and spend an 
average of $950 on a 52-inch screen. Once exposed to the ATSC 3.0 features, their likelihood of purchasing 
a 52-inch smart TV with these features rises 19% to 74%, and their willingness to spend increases $205 to 
an average price of $1,155 with no change in screen size, the study found. Some 45% of respondents who 
initially expressed no intent of buying a smart TV in the next 12 months said they would be likely to purchase 
one after seeing the next-generation features of ATSC 3.0, SmithGeiger said.  — Jeff Baumgartner
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TECH TWEETS
“Stop measuring TV by 1990s standards. @Showtime had 
its biggest single day of signups ever. For a 40-year-old 
channel — that’s a BIG win.”

— Evan Shapiro (@eshap), former head of NBCUniversal’s streaming comedy 
service Seeso, on word that the premiere of the new Twin Peaks (pictured) 
drew an audience of 506,000 viewers, but helped the premium programmer 
score its single biggest day and weekend of signups ever.
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2
The initial number of CE partners Google 
has signed up to build a new standalone 

virtual-reality headset powered by its 
Daydream platform. Aimed at reducing 
consumer friction for a high-end VR 

platform, Google has already enlisted HTC, 
maker of the PC-connected Vive headset, 
and Lenovo to build the first Daydream-

based standalone VR products, expected to 
launch later this year. Facebook also has a 

standalone VR headset in the works, but has 
not said when it might launch.

Jeff Baumgartner

“That will be 
a very exciting 

development in the 
marketplace, and 
is a very positive 
development for 

Viacom.” 
— Bob Bakish, CEO of Viacom, speaking at the 

JP Morgan Tech, Media and Telecom Conference 
about discussions with pay TV providers about  

a sports- and news-free bundle, including  
some Viacom channels, that would sell for $10 
to $20 per month and launch later this year. 
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